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S  Uberti Hardin Revolver
Uberti has earned a great reputation for its reproduc-

tion Old West guns, and the company has added several 

new variations to the Outlaws & Lawmen Series. One of 

the most recent offerings is the Hardin revolver, which 

is a replica of the old Smith & Wesson No. 3 2nd Model 

top-break revolver. Named for the famous outlaw John 

Wesley Hardin, Uberti’s Hardin revolver is chambered for 

.45 Colt and is finished with a case-colored frame and a 

charcoal blue barrel and cylinder. The grips are simulated 

bison horn, and the barrel is 7 inches long. Weight is 41.6 

ounces. Cylinder capacity is six rounds.

 MSRP: $1,479 

uberti-usa.com

T  Walther PDP
Walther’s new 9mm PDP (Performance Duty Pistol) is a 

striker-fired, optics-ready semiautomatic with a polymer 

frame, interchangeable backstraps, all-new texturing on 

the grip, and a brand-new PDT safety trigger. The PDP is 

offered with a 4.5-inch barrel or a 4.0-inch barrel. Mag-

azine capacities are 18 rounds for the 4.5-inch gun and 

15 rounds for the shorter, compact model. The polymer 

sights are a three-dot setup. The 4.5-inch-barreled PDP 

weighs in at 25.4 ounces.

 MSRP: $649 

waltherarms.com

U  Dan Wesson Heirloom
The 2021 edition of Dan Wesson’s Heirloom 1911 is the 

second installment in the company’s Heirloom series. The 

pistol is chambered in .45 ACP and has a full-size 5.0-

inch barrel. It features tasteful engraving on the slide’s 

top and sides, and the stainless-steel frame and slide are 

lightly brushed. The sights are a tactical U-notch rear and 

a brass bead front. The grips are bison bone, the front-

strap is checkered, and the slide has GI-style grasping 

grooves at the rear.

 MSRP: $2,380 

cz-usa.com

V  Wilson Combat Supergrade Commander Special
Wilson Combat’s new-for-2021 Supergrade Commander 

Special Model 1911 pistol features a polished blue carbon-

steel round-butt frame with 30-lines-per-inch checkering 

on the frontstrap; a contoured magazine well; and a 

bobbed, high-ride beavertail grip safety. The smooth grips 

are deluxe burl wood. The 4.25-inch match-grade barrel 

has a reverse muzzle crown. The rear sight is Wilson’s 

tactical Battlesight, and the front sight is a white-gold 

bead. The Supergrade Commander Special is offered in 

.38 Super, 9mm Luger, and .45 ACP, and the pistol comes 

with a 1.5-inch accuracy guarantee.

 MSRP: Base price starts at $5,350 

wilsoncombat.com
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